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 The above explanation wouldnt really help me alot, as i have no idea about the linux server thing. so to summarize: i have an
AC3 demuxer which works good and some optical flares is fine. but when i add optical flares and play it, it cant load it to the

player. so i think the linux server wants to load it correctly, and if i want the flares to work theres a problem. thank you for your
time I have the same problem as Obnox with the optical sound clips in MGS2. The player says: "...Audio File MGS2.bff (dts) is
not a playable file...". The MGS2.bff file is as shown in the attachment. The ffmpeg command line I'm using is: It works fine if
I set the line to run as a preprocessor, i.e.: "ffmpeg -i MGS2.bff -c:a pcm_s16le -f null -" (where the - is actually a space), but I

don't want to run it as a preprocessor. I'm having a problem with optical effects in my Digital Link DirecTV/Natoma 6000 cable
box. I have optical output set for Flares and Spotlights in the remote. I am using a Sony PS3 with xbox 360 and ps3 for viewing.

I have a Tivo HD with version 1.2 of the firmware installed. I was playing Great MGS2 and I paused it and selected optical
flares (hot spot) on my remote. As soon as the optical spots came on the effect was immediately repeated. What I want to know

is, How do I change this so that the optical spots only come on once and not immediately repeat when I pause. Here is my
ffmpeg line. I am going to try a windows box to see if that will help me find the correct line. Thank you so much for the help.
With your help and that of alireza, I found the solution to my problem. It was the audio profile on the PS3. The PS3 was set to
Dynamic instead of SPDIF. When I changed the audio profile to SPDIF, I had no problems.John Gabriel (professor) John F.
Gabriel (born January 21, 1943) is a professor of economics at the University of Chicago. He received his B.A. from Brown
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